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F-ftSS 1°] SECOND REVISION EWTOIATON, FEBRUARY mi £3
Time Allowed ’ m> Hnur,| MATHEMATICS |Mai Mark* IM

PART - A
I. Choose the best answer of the following
1 if there are 1024 relations from a set A « (1, 2. 3, 4 5) to a set B then the number of elements* B »

(a) 3 (b) 3 c) 4
2 If {(5, 1). (6.b)) represents an constant function, then the value of Lis

(a) 5 (b) 6 (c) 7
3 7*»(mod 100)

(a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3

4 The next term of the sequence-f

14«1»14

<# 8

(d) 1

(d) 4_ J 1 _1
16 8 '12 18 • IB

1 (c) ~

5. The system three of linear equation in three vanables is inconsistent if t
(b) Intersect in a lin
(d) Do not intersect

(b) —(a)
24 27

(a) intersect only at a point
(c) Coincide with each other

6 Find the matnx X if 2X

«It 1
7 The graph of the quadratic equation is always

(a) hyperbola (b) Straight line (c) Circle
8 In ALMN, ZL = 60°, ZM = 50°. If ALMN - APQR then the valueof ZR is

(a) 40° (b) 70° (c) 30°

(d) Parabola

,. - (d) 110°9. If slope of the line PQ is v^then slope of the perpendicular bisector of PQ is
(a) V3 (b) -73 Ĵc) Jtff

10. tan0 cosec’O - tan0 is equal to
(a) sec 0

(d) 0

(c) sin 0
11. The angle of elevation of a cloud from the a point h meters above a lake isP . The angle of depression of its

reflection in the lake is 45°. the height of loaction of the cloud from the lake is
h(1+tan P)

W 1 - tan p
12. If the radius of the base of a right circular cylinder is halved keeping the same height, then the ratio of the

volume of the cylinder thus obtained to the volume of origanal cylinder is
(C) 1:6

(b) cota0 (d) cot 0

h(1-tan0) (c) htan (45°*P) (d) none of these^ 1 + tan P

(d) 18(b) 1:4
13. Variance of first 20 natural numbers is

(a) 1:2

(c) 33.25 (d) 30(a) 32.25
14. Probability of the sure event is

(b) 0

(b) 44.25

(C) -1
PART - B

II. Answer any 10 questions. [Question No. 28 is compulsory].
\Sr Let A = {3 4.7, 8} and B = {1.7.10}. Which of the following sets are relations from Ato B?

>) R,= {(3.7). (4. 7). (7, 10). (8.1)} ii) R,= {(3.1). (4.12))
16 Determine whether the graph given below represent functions.Give reason for your answers concerning

eachgraph.

(d) 2(a) 1

10x2=20

0

17.
/r-Find the greastest number that will divide 445 and 572 leaving remainders 4 and 5 respectively.

If 1» + 2’+ 3* + + kJ = 44100 then find 1 + 2 + 3 +
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^ thtlGMo* 5k to <M* - 90' •' "tetro, has /0 nmmmnit «t>«iara ir*ian 0oa* 15mdue
i*«nf7

k CMn K»y#7 VV» »i ^ -1and then ?4m cfu* r irvt tt»
' how that the g<v«n points are roftnaat t 3 -4 , ( j j, andfi7 5)A kiten flying «< 0 height O* T8m above the gmun j 1•,« klfing attached ID the krfe ( .On the ground The tnctmalton of the stung w*h the ground *«00 Find »h« taught o* r* « *b«mera it no sic* <n the string
rind the volume of a cylinder whoee height it 2m and whose bate area la 260 m*if the total turface area of a cone of radius 7 cm m 704 cm* then f*nd ita tieni rieigntthe range and the amaBett value of a aet of data are 36 6 and 13 4 reaper trveiy then f>»27 A die it rolled and a comit totted timultaneoualy f ind the probability trial the do enow*the com shows a head

<*8 rmd the intercept* made by the line 4x 9y •36=0 on the coordinate axes

24
23

PART •CHI Answer any 10 questions only [Q.NO:42 is compulsory]20 Let A The telof all naturalnumbers less than 8 B = The set of all prime n
of even prime number Verify that (An8) xC = (AxC) A (BxC) /If f(x) = 2x*3.g(x) » 1-2x and h(x) = 3x Prove that f o (g o h) * (f o g) o h^j;If P,*’*P.”x P>‘

,
xP«

rt= 11W00 where p, pt. p,. p,aer pnmes in
find the value of p,. p,. p,. p4 and x,. x,, x,. x432 Theproduct of three consective terms of a Geomelnc Prog
terms

M « *. n
C - The aet

their sum is 81/3 Fmdthethreeis 343

I 2 '1!and B = 1 -1 4 I show that (AB) T
?BTAT X,

34 Find the GCD of the polynomials x,+x,-x+2 and 2x3-5x**W-3 M
35 If one root of the equation 3x* + kx + 81=0 (hatfrig real roo&Vftf thi
36 State and prove Basic proportionality Theorem(Thales'%eorem)
37 Show that the given points forma parallelogram

A(2.5, 3 5), B(10. -4). C(2 5. -2 5) and D(-5. 5)
38 A mobile phone is put to use when the battery power is 100% The percent of battery power y m dec " a

remaining after using the mobilephone for x hours is assumed as y = -0 25x 1
I) Find the number of hours elapsed if the battery power is 100%
H) How much time does It take so that the battery has no power

1 -i- sinQ - cos6 _ t‘ cosO
1 + cosG

f 1 2 1
[2 -1 1

33 If A =

e square of the other then find k

39 Porve that
1 + sinG + cosfl

40 The frustum shaped outer portionof the table
lamp has to be painted including the top part Find the total cost
of painting the lamp if the cost of painting 1 sq cm is ?2

. 41 In a study about viral fever, the number of people affected in a town were noted as Find its standard deviation
0-10 | 10-20 | 20-30 I 30-40 | 40-50 | 50-60 l 60- 75][Age In years

18A 16 12 I|Number of people affected | 3 4
42. A capsule is in the shape of a cylinder with two hemisphere stuck to each eel its ends If the length of the entire

capsule is 12 mm and the diameter of thecapsule is 3 mm, how much medicine it can hold
PART - 0

2x8=16*Y Answer the following questions.
43 a) Draw the graph of xy = 24. x. y >0. Using the graph find, (I) y when x=3 and <n) x when y=6

(OR)
b) Draw the graph of y=x*+x-2 and hence solve x*+x-2=0

44 a) Construct a triangle similar to given triangle PQR with its sides equal to 7/3 of the corresponding sides

of the triangle PQR(scale factor 7/3>1) (OR)
b) Construct a triangle APQR Such that QR = 5 cm. ZP = 30° and the altitude from P to QR is of length

4.2 cm. CH/10 / Mai / 2
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Time: 3.00 Hrs
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SECOND REVISION TEST - 2023

^9I I I I I I I
Marks : 100

MATHEMATICS

PART - 1

14 X 1 = 14Answer All the questions.
1. If there are 1024 relations from a set A = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 } to a set B.

number of elements in B
a) 3

2. If f : A -> B is a bijective function and if n (B)=7 then n(A) i
b) 49

3. If HCF of 65 and 117 is expressible in the form of

d) 8b) 2 c) 4

a) 7 c) 1
the value of m is

a) 4 b) 2 c) 1

4. The value of (13+23+33+ +153 ) - (1+2+3+....
a) 14400 b) 14200 c) 14280

5. Which of the following should be added to make *4+ 64 a perfect square
a) 4x2 b ) 1 6 x2 c) 8^:

6. If number of columns and rows are not equal in a matrix then it is said to be a
b) rectangular matrix
d) identity matrix

d) 14520

d) -8 x2

a) diagonal matrix

c) square matrix

7. In A LMN ,LL = 60°,|_M = 50°, If ALMN ~ APQR then the value of [ R is
a) 40°

8. The area of triangle formed by points (-4, 0 ), (0,-4) and (4,0) is

a) 0 sq.units

b) 70° c)30° d) 110°

b) 16 sq.units c) 4 sq units d) None of those
l

9. If slope of the line PQ is

b) - j3 ^ then slope of the perpendicular bisector of PQ is

c )7a) 73 d) 0

10“’ - Maths -SR-NKL- Page-1
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10.If sin0=cos0,then2tan-0+sin-0-lis equal to

b) f c)|
11.The curved surface area of a height circular cone of leight 15 cm and base

diameter 16 cm is
a) 60 ~cm2 b) 68^cm 2 c) 120 -cm 2 d) 136^cm 2

12. A Spherical ball of radius r, units is melted to make 8 new identical balls each

-2-3 d) fa>f

of radius r2 units Then r,: r2 is
a) 2 : 1 d) 1 : 4c) 4 : 1b) 1 : 2

13. Variance of first 20 natural number is
a) 32.25 b) 44.25 c) 33.25

14. which of the following is incorrect?
a) P(A) >1 b) 0 < P(A) < 1 c) P( <* )=0 d) P

PART - II
Answer any 10 Questions. Question No.28 is compulsory.
15. Let A = { 1, 2, 3 } and {B =.v/.vis a prime number less than 10}. Find AXB

16.If A = { -2,-1,0,1,2 } and f: A -> B is an onto function defined by

f(.v)= v2+.Y+1then find B.

17. Solve 3*-2=0 (mod 11).
18. Find the LCM of (5.V-10), (5.v2-20) .
19. Find the quaratic equation whose sum and product of roots are -9, 20

T5 4 3'

1 -7 9
3 8 2

21. In the Figure AD is the bisector of |_A If BD=4cm, DC=3crYi

AB=6cm, Find AC

22. If the three point (3,-1) (a,3) and (1,-3) are collinear. Find the value of a

23. Find the equation of a line passing throught the point (3,-4), and having slope

1 0 X 2 = 2 0

and BXA

j

20. If A~ then find the transpose of A

QB 4 c m 3 cm

-5
7

10m - Maths -SR-NKL- Page-2
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24. From the top of a rock 50 m high Thes angle of depression of a car on the
ground is observed to be 30° . Find the distance of the car from the rock.

25. Find the diameter of a sphere whose surface area is 154 m2.
26. It the lange and the smallest value of a set of data

respectively, then find the largest value.
27. Two dice are rolled together Find the probability of getting a doublet?

are 36.8 and 13.4area

PART - III
Answer any 10 Questions. Question No.42 is compulsory. 1 0 X 5 = 5 0
29. Let A = { xew/ x<2 } , B = { *eW/i<*<4} and C={ 3, 5 } verify

AA-(BnC)=(A*B)n(A*C)

30. If f(*)=*2,g(*)=2x and h( x )= x+4 slow that (fog) oh = (fo)(goh)

31. In a G.P the 9th term is 32805 and 6th term is 1215. Find the 12thterm
32. Rekha has 15 square colour papers of size 10 cm , 11 cm,

,24cm. How much area can be decorated with these12 cm,

colour papers ?
33. If 36X 4-60AJ +61A2 -wx+n is a perfect square Find the values of m and n

22) .C=( l 2) verifythat A(B+C)=AB+AC .34. If A

35. State and prove angle bisecetor theroram .
36.A triangular slaped glass of with vertices at A=(-5,-4), B=(1, 6) and C = (7, -4)

has to be painted. It one bucket of paint covers 6 square feet, how many buckels

of paint will be required to paint the whole glass if only one coat of paint is applied.

37. A (-3, 0) B (10, -2 ) and C (12, 3) are the vertices of a triangle ABC. Find the

equation of the altitude through A.

38. If sin0(l+sin20)=cos2^ then prove that cos^0-4cos4+8cos20= 4

39. The radius and height of cylinder are in the ratio 5:7 and its curred surface area

is 5500 sq cm Find its radius and height

lO"1 - Maths -SR-NKL- Page-3
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•10.A solid sphere of radius G cm is moiled into n hollow cylinder of uniform thickness.
If the external radius of tho bnso of tho cylinder is 5 cm and its height is 32 cm,
then find the thickness of tho cylinder

marks scored by 10 students in a class test are 25, 29,
30,33,35,37,38,40,44, 48 Find the standard deviation.

42.There unbiased coins are tossed once. Find the probability of getting at must 2

“2“
' £>

41. The

PART - IV
2 X 8 = 16

43.a) Construct a A PQR such that QR = 5cm [£= 30° and the altitude from P to
QR of length 4.2 cm

Answer the following.

(OR)

b) Draw a circle of diameter 6 cm from a point P, which is 8 cm away from its
centre. Draw the tangents PA and PB to the circle and measure their lengths.

V

44. a) Draw the graph of y =.vJ- 4 and hence solve JC X \2=0
(OR)

ib) Graph the following linear function y = — x Identify the constant of variation
and verifty it with the graph. Also find y when *=9

ii) find x w 7.5

e<l.

^ATHE \AATl<^
8 \ l4-8iHDbiiH2-

10“ - Maths -SR-NKL- Page-4
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MAYILADUTHURAI DISTRICT - Common Revision Test - 2 (2023)195
10 - Mathematics - District Level Revision Test -2 (2023)

10th Standard
Maths

Draw Diagrams whenever necessary
Rough Works may be done at the bottom of answer

Exam Time : 03:15:00 Hrs

Date : 06-Feb-23

sheeiPDODDDRe

Total Marks : 100
14 x 1 = 14Choose The Best Answer

1) If there are 1024 relations from a set A = {1, 2, 3? 4, 5} to a set B, then the
number of elements in B is
(a) 3 (b) 2 (c) 4 (d) 8

2) The probability of an impossible event is

(a) 0 (b) 1 (c) ^ (d) Not exists

3) The two tangents from an external points P to a circle' yd
PA and PB. If ZAPB = 70° then the value of ZAOB is

(a) 100° (b) 110° (c) 120° (d) 130°

4) The slope of the line joining (12, 3), (4, djs^ĵ he value of ‘a? is

(a) 1 (b) 4 (c) -5 (d) 2
5) If x = a tan0 and y = b sec0 then

ith centre at O are

(a|£ -S =1 '•’• S- fe-Qs+S-1 «*> S- £ = °
6)

Find the matrix X if

7) If (x 6 then the value of k is
(a) 3 (b) 5 (c) 6 (d) 8

8) Sum of deviations of a variable from its mean is always
(a) 0 (b) 1 (c) 2 (d) 5

9) If the radius of the base of a right circular cylinder is halved keeping the
same height, then the ratio of the volume of the cylinder thus obtained to
the volume of original cylinder is
(a) 1:2 (b) 1:4 (c) 1:6 (d) 1:8

10) Let f and g be two functions given by
f = {(0,1), (2,0), (3,-4), (4,2), (5,7)}
g = {(0,2), (1,0), (2,4), (-4,2), (7,0)} then the range of f o g is
(a) {0,2,3,4,5} (b) {-4,1,0,2,7} (c) {1,2,3,4,5} (d) {0,1,2}

7 wtsteam100@gmail.comwww.waytosuccess.org
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11) If AABC is an isosceles triangle with ZC = 90° and AC = 5 cm, then AB is

(a) 2.5 cm (b) 5 cm (c) 10 cm (d) 5 y/ 2cm
12) An A.P. consists of 31 terms. If its 16th term is m, then the sum of all the
terms of this A.P. is

(a) 16 m (b) 62 m (c) 31 m (d) ^ m
13) A straight line has equation 8y = 4x + 21. Which of the following is true

(a) The slope is 0.5 and the y intercept is 2.6
(b) The slope is 5 and the y intercept is 1.6
(c) The slope is 0.5 and the y intercept is 1.6
(d) The slope is 5 and the y intercept is 2.6

14) The total surface area of a cylinder whose radius is|of its height is

sq.units
10 x 2 = 20

(a) sq.units (b) 247rh2 sq.units (c) sq.unii
Answer any 10
Question Number 28 is Compulsory
15) Check whether AD is bisector ZA of AABf2*kr each of the following AB -
5cm, AC = 10cm, BD = 1.5cm and CD = 3,5cm

16) Determine the quadratic equations, j^hose sum and product of roots are
-9, 20

17) A man has 532 flower pots. He wants to arrange them in rows such that
each row contains 21 flower pot§. Findrme number of completed rows and
how many flower pots are left dver.

18) Find the angle of elevatiqjfrc^the top of a tower from a point on the
ground, which is 30 m away from the foot of a tower of height 10\/3m

19) Write the sample space for selecting two balls from a bag containing 6
balls numbered 1 to 6 (using tree diagram).

20) Represent thef^^pn f = {(1,2),(2,2),(3,2),(4,3),(5,4)} through
(i) an arrow diagram
(ii) a table form
(iii) a graph

21) If P(A).= 0.37, P(B).= 0.42, P(AflB) = 0.09 then find P(AUB).
22) What is the remainder when 3209 + 59 is divided by 8?
23) Find the sum of the following
3,7,11....up to 40 terms

(d)
9

24) What happens to the volume of the cylinder with radius r and height h,
when its
(a) radius is halved (b) height is halved

' y/7 -325)
If A = — 2 then find the transpose of -A.

. y/ S -5.
26) The length of a tangent from a point ar a distance of 5 cm from the center
of the circle is 4 cm. Find the radius of the circle

8 wtsteam100@gmail.comwww.waytosuccess.org
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27) Find the equation of a straight line passing through the mid-point of a
line segment joining the points (1, -5), (4, 2) and parallel to: X axis

28) Let f{(x, y) | x, y G N and y = 2x}. be a relation on N. Find the domain, co-
domain and range. Is this relation a function?

1 0 x 5 = 5 0
Question Number 42 is Compulsory
29) Find the GCD of the following by division algorithm 2x4 + 13x3 +
27x2+23x + 7, x3 + 3x2 + 3x + 1, x2 + 2x + 1

30) State and Prove - Angle Bisector Theorem
31) From the top of a tree of height 13 m the angle of elevation and
depression of the top and bottom of another tree are 45° and 30°
respectively. Find the height of the second tree.(^/3 = 1.732)

32) Final the probability of choosing a spade or a heart card from a deck of
cards.

33) Find the equation of a straight line Passing through
intercepts which are in the ratio 2:5

34) Find the value of k, such that f o g = g o f
f(x) = 3x + 2, g(x) = 6x - k

Ld has

35) A company has four categories of employee^|dveri by Assistants (A),
Clerks (C), Managers (M) and an Executive Officer (E). The company provides
Rs.10,000, Rs.25,000, Rs.50,000 and Rs.1,00,000 as salaries to the people
who work in the categories A, C, M and E respectively. If A1? A2, A3, A4 and
A5 were Assistants; C1? C2, C3, C4 wejg Clerks; M ^ , M2, M3 were managers
and E1? E2 were Executive officers amktne relation R is defined by xRy,
where x is the salary given to person y, express the relation R through an
ordered pair and an arrow diagram.

36) If a, b, c are three consecutive terms of an A.P. and x, y,
consecutive terms of G.P then pt&ve that xb"c x yc"a x za"° =

37) Priya earned Rs.15,000 in the first month. Thereafter her salary increased
by Rs 1500 per year. Her expenses are Rs.13,000 during the first year and
the expenses increases by Rs.900 per year. How long will it take for her to
save Rs.20,000 per month

38) If 9x4 + 12^\2%2 + ax + b is a perfect square, find the values of a and

z are three
1

b.
39) Show that the given points form a parallelogram : A(2.5, 3.5) , B(10, - 4),
C(2.5, -2.5) and D(-5, 5)

3 1"

-1 2.
41) Two dice are numbered 1,2,3,4,5,6 and 1,1,2,2,3,3 respectively. They are
rolled and the sum of the numbers on them is noted. Find the probability of
getting each sum from 2 to 9 separately.

42) The frustum shaped outer portion of the table lamp has to be painted
including the top part. Find the total cost of painting the lamp if the cost of
painting 1 sq.cm is Rs.2.

40)
show that A2 - 5A + 7I2 = 0If A =

9 wtsteam100@gmail.comwww.waytosuccess.org
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2 x 8 = 1 6Answer the Follwoing
43) a) Draw the graph of y = x2 + 3x + 2 and use it to solve x2 + 2x + 1 = 0

(OR )

) A garment shop announces a flat 50% discount on every purchase of
items for their customers. Draw the graph for the relation between the
Marked Price and the Discount. Hence find
i. the marked price when a customer gets a discount of Rs.3250 (from
graph)
ii. the discount when the marked price is Rs.2500.

Construct a AABC such that AB = 5.5 cm, ZC = 25° and the altitude
from C to AB is 4 cm.

44)

(OR )

b) Draw a circle of radius 3 cm. Take a point P on this circle and draw a
tangent at P.

/ill the Best

wtsteam100@gmail.com10www.waytosuccess.org
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COMMON SECOND REVISION TEST - 2023

P^Vv^ cA'
Reg No.| | | | TT1Standard X

MATHEMATICS
Part - ITim* . 3.00 hrs

I. Choose the correct answer:
1. The range of the relation R » {(*, x2 / x Is a prime number less than. 13) Is

a) {2.3,5.7} b) {2.3,5.7.11} c) {4.9,25,49.121} d) {1.4,9.25,49 121}
2 If f(x) = 2x2 and g(x) ^x . then fog is

Marks : 100
14 x1> 14

b)
3x2

i

wi. Wm
3 The Sum of the exponents of the prime factors in Ihe prime fa' torizaion of 1729 is

•a) 1
4 The value of (13 + 23 + 33 +

a) 14400
5. The LCM of a\ ak°, ak*5 where keN is

b) ak

d)
6x’

b) 2 c) 3 d) 4

* 153) - (1 + 2 + 3 + 15) is
c) 14280

c) ak+

6 Which of the following can be calculated from the given matrices?

b) 14200 d) 14520

a) d) at*

(1 2 1 2 3'

4 5 6A = 3 4 B =
7 8 9 )

ii) B2

a) (i) and (ii) only b) (ii) and (iii) only c) (ii) and (iv) only
7 The two tangents from an external points P to a circle with centre at O are PA and PB.

If zAPB = 70° then the value of ZAOB is
b) 110°

5 6
i) A2 iii) AB iv) BA

d) all of these

c) 120°
8 The point of intersection of 3x - y = 4 and x + y = 8 is

a) (5.3)
9 When proving hat a quadnlateral is a parallelogram by using slopes you must find

a) the stor es of two sides
t>) the slopes of two pair of opposite sides
c) thv '^ngths of JII sides
d) bot*' the 'r,gths and slopes of two sides

10 If the ratio of the height of a tower and the length of its shadow is v 3 i, then the angle
of elevation of the sun has measure
8; 45*

11 me height of a right circular cone whose radius is 5 cm and slant height is 13 cm will

d) 130°a) 100°
c) (3.5)b) (2.4) d) (4.4)

c) 90°b) 30° d) 60°
be

c) 13 cm d) 5 cmb) 10 cma) 12 cm
12. A spherical ball of radius r, units is melted to make 8 new identical balls each of radius

r2 units Then r, r2 is
a) 2 1 C) 4 1 d) 1 4

wtsteam100@gmail.com
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X Maths
( 2 )

13 Which of the following is nol a measure of ’
a) runge
c) arithmetic mean

u The|in>h ,-*i».i'i\ • tuinr.vi a job ftv > person Is * 3 If Ihe probably of nol getting in*- job

Is 23 tnon ihe value of * «s
B\ 2

b) Slanu.i. il deviation
d ) variance

I

d ) 1 5d 3b) 1

Part II
II Answer any 10 questions. (Q No.28 Is compulsory)

15 If B x A = {(-2.3) (-2 4). (0.3) (04) (3 3) ( 34 )) fmdAandU
16 Represent the function f » {(12). (2.2) i3.2) , (4.3), (5.4 )) through

i) an arrow diagram n > a table form in ) a graph

17 Find the next three terms of the sequence 8. 24 72.

18 Fmd the sum of 1 3 5

1 0 * 2 * 2 0

55

10 deduce the rahon.u expressions to its lowest form

5 4 3
1 7 9
3 8 2

.
20 f fA then find the transpose of A

2 t Find the length of the tangent drawn from a point whose distance from the centre of a
"ircie is 5 cm and raditis of the cucie is 3 cm

22 Find the slope uf the straigh; line 5y - 3 = 0
23 Prt ve that tan2* * - sin2( • fa;i2< » sin2i

24 ft the base area of a hemispherical solid is 154 sq metres, then find its total surface
area

2a^f the ratio of r /: J» of two spheres is 4 7 find the ratio of their volumes
26 Find the range rnd the coefficient of range of the following data

16 19 20 22 4 26 28
27 Two c^<ns are tos. d together What is the probability ot gelting different faces on the

corns'
28 S >ow u jt the points P(-1 5 3. Q(o -2) K <-3 4 ) arc collmear

Part • III
( Q.N^ 42 is compulsory )

} C [itf mJ 0 *{1 3 5) check il
III . Answer any 10 questions, i

29 Given A * (1 2 3) B » {2 3.5}
( /- C) x t B D) * ( A K B) (C x DUS true7

30 II f(x) = 3x - 2 g(x) = 2x k and if fog = got then find the value ol k
31 Find the HCF of 396 504 636

10 x 5 - SO

32 Find Ihe sum to n teims of the sent53^* 13 * 333 » to n terms

12www.waytosuccess.org wtsteam100@gmail.co
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I
X Maths

33 F i n d the square root of the polynomials by division method 37x2- 28x3 t x4 * 42x 9
W

I
| 2 - i

. 1 1 2
34 If * f 1 4 show lhaf (AB)T » BTATB 1 1and1 1 u 2
35 State and prove Angle Bisector Thoortwn
36 Find the area of the quadnlateral whose vertices are at (-9.-2). (-8,-4). (2.2) and (1 -3)
37 Find the equation of the straight line which passes through the point of intersection of

the lines 5x - 6y = 1 and 3x 2y 5 = 0 and is perpendicular to the straight hne
3x - 5y 11 = 0

38 Two ships are sailing in the sea on either sides of a Lighthouse The angle of elevation
of the top of the Lighthouse as observed from the ships are 30° and 45° respectively
If the Lighthouse is 200 m high find the distance between the »wo ships (y3 1.7321

39 The internal and external diameter of a hollow hemispherical shell are 6 cm and 10 cm
respectively If U is melted and recast into a solid cylinder of diameter 14 cm. then find
the height of the cylinder

40 The amount of rainfall in a particular season for 6 days are given as 17 8 cm. 19 2 cm
16 3 cm. 12 5 cm. 12 8 cm and 11 4 cm Find its standard deviation

41 Three unbiased coins are tossed once find the probability of getting almost 2 tails or
atleast 2 heads

42 An industrial metallic bucket is in the shape of the frustum of a right circular cone
whose top and bottom diameters are 10 cm and 4 m and whose height is 4 m Find
the curved and total surface area of the bucket

Part - IV

i

IV. Answer all the questions. 2 x 8 = 16
42; aj Construct a triangle \PQR such that OR = 5 cm. = 30° and the altitude from

P to QR is of length 4.2 cm
(OR)

b) Take a point which is 11 cm away from the centre of a circle of radius 4 cm and
draw the . tangents to the circle from the point

44 a) A company initially started with 40 workers to complete the work by 150 days
Later. It decided to fasten up the work increasing the number of workers as shown
below

40 60 75Nurnher of workers (x) 50
120 100 80Number of clays ty ) 150

i. Graph the uoove data and identify the type of variation
H ) From the graph find the number of days required to complete the work if the

company decides to opt for 120 workers7

in) If the work has to be completed by 200 days how many workersare required7
(OR)

b) Graph the quadratic equation and state their nature of solutions
x2 - 6x 9 * 0

I

I

I&. E J,

fcipco, -! Ain ry • *
-OJRS Scrhooi , ^VYO'« CTVM

4 S'r i I*13
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Sivagangai

COMMON SECOND REVISION TEST- 2023
| -p-.

Standard X Re9^ I H H U
MATHEMATICS

Pari - I Marks: 100
14 K 1* 14

Tima: 3.00 hrs.
I. Choose the correct answer:
1 If there are 1024 relations from a set to A = {1.2.3.4.5} to a set B, then the

number of elements in B is

a) 3
2 f(x) = (x I)3- (x -I)3 represents a function which is

a) linear
3 If the HCF of 65 and 117 is expressible in the form of 65m-1

value of m is
a) 4

4 The value of (13 23 33 «•

a) 14400
5 The solution of (2x - 1)2 * 9 is equal to

a) -1

C) 4b) 2

c) reciprocalb) cubic

c) 1b) 2
153) - (1 + 24- 3

c) 14280b) 14200

d) none of theseb) 2

x3 yf_6 7^* 7̂ '
+ xy y2 d) x2 - xy + y2a) x3 y3 b) x2- y2

7 How many tangents can be drawn to the cirde from a exterior point'5

c) infinite
8 The area of tnangle formed by the points (-5.0). (0.-5) and (5.0) is

a) Osq units b) 25 sq units c) 5 sq units d) none of these
9 (2.1) is the point of intersection of two lines

a) x- y-3 = 0;3x 0
c) 3x y * 3 >x y = 7

b) twoa) one d) zero

b) x + y * 3 ; 3x + y * 7
d) x + 3y - 3 = 0 . x - y -7 = 0

10 If the ratio of the height of a tower and the length of its shadow is J3 ;i. then
elevation of the sun has measure

c) 90°
face area of a cylinder whose radius is % of its height is

b) 30° d) 60°

b) 24xh2 sq unitssq units

56*h2
9 *qunita d) sq units

The probability of oettmg a job for a person is % If the probability of not

getting the job is %, then the value of x is

«) 2

8

b) 1 C) 3 d) 1 5

wtsteaml00@gmail.com14www.waytosuccess.org
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X Maths(2)
13 Variance of first 20 natural number is

a) 32 25 d) 30b) 44 25 c) 33 25
14 The ratio of the volumes of cylinder a cone and a sphere if each has the same

radius and same height is
a) 1 : 2 : 3 d) 3 1 2b) 2 1 3 c) 3 1 4

Part - II
II. Answer any 10 questions. (Q.No.28 is compulsory)

15 Let X ={1.2, 3.4} and Y = {2.4.6.8.10} and R ={(1.2). (2.4). (3.6), (4.8)} Show
R in a function and find its domain co-domain and range

16 Find k if fof (k) = 5 where f(k) « 2k -1
17 If 13824 = 2a x 3b then find a and b
18 Find the sum of 13 23 33 163

10 x 2 - 20

' 4? - 3

19 If A “ ~ l5 2
. then find the transpose of A

v3 -5

ce from the centre20 Find the length of the tangent drawn from a point who
of a circle is 5 cm and the radius of the circle jp 3*m

21 Show that the given points are collmear (-3.-4), ( ft
22 Find the equation of a straight line passing through (5.-3) and (7.-4)

(12,5)

>
1 cost) = cosecf) -23 Prove that 1 - COSO

24 Find the top of a rock 50^3 m high, angle of depression of a car on the grouped

is observed to be 30° Find the distance of the car from the rock
25 The radius of a sphere increase by 25% Find the percentage increase in its surface

area
26 If the circumference of a conical wooden piece 484 cm. then find its volume when

its height is 105 cm
27 What is the probability that a leap year selected at random will contain 53Saturdays
28 Find LCM x5-27. (x - 3J2. x2 - 9

Part - III
/er any^lO questions. (Q.No.42 is compulsory)

= W / x < 2), B = (x .: N / 1 < x s 4} and C » {3 5}. venfy that
|\_yC) = (A x B) '.J (A x C)

10 x 5 * SOIII.

30 Let f A > B b6 a function defined by f(x ) « ^ - 1 . wftere
A 3{2,4.6.10.12}. B 3 {0.1.2 4.5.9} represent by ( I) set of ordered pairs . (n) a
table (iii) an arrow diagram (tv) a graph

31 Find the sum of all natural numbers between 300 and 600 which are divisible by 7
32 Rekha has 15 square colour papers of sizes 10 cm, 11 cm. 12 cm 24 cm How

much area can be decorated with these colour papers?

15 wtsteam100@gmail. comwww.waytosuccess .org
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m
* 100 IS a perfect square, find the values of a and b33 ax4 + bx3 361x2 220x

n (;:)and 134 A = show that A2 (a d) A * (be - ad) i2
35 State and prove Pythagoras theorem
* C(5‘7’ D<7 -7) Sh°"*»'«CD*a trapeziumnT,T T- n? S£'9W l,ne,0,n,n9,he WeraectK.n o.3x0 and x - 2y - 4 - 0 to the point of intersection of 7x

/ 2 s

- 3y »-12 and 2y * x

38 Prove that tan2 A - tan2 B = A - sIr^B
cos2 A cos2 B

39 Arul has to make arrangements for the accommodation of 150family function For this purpose, he plans to build a tent which is in thecylinder surmounted by a cone Each person occupies 4 sq m of the *ground and 40 cu meter of air to breadthe What should be the he
conical part of the tent if the height of cylindrical par is 8 rtn^ .1

40 The amount of rain fall in a particular season for 6 days are given as 17 8 cm
19 2 cm. 16 3 cm. 12 5 cm. 12 8 cm and 11 4 cm Find its standard deviation

41 A card is drawn from a pack of 52 cards Find the probability of getting a king or a
heart or a red card

42 Two ships are sailing in the sea on either side of the Lighthouse The angles of
depression of two ships as observed from the top of the Lighthouse are 60° and

of
on

of the

between the ship is 200| metres, find the45° respectively If the distance

height of the Lighthouse
Part - IV

2 x 8 * 16
43 a) Construct a APQRin which PQ = 8 cm. zR = 60° and the median RG from R

to PQ is 5 8 cm Find the length of the altitude from R to PQ
(OR)

b) Draw two tangents from a point which is 5 cm away from the centre of a circle
of diameter 6 cm Also, measure the lengths of the tangents

44 a) A garments shop announces a flat 50% discount on every purchase of items

for their customers Draw the graph for the relation between the Marked pnee

and Discount Hence find
i) the marked pnee when a customer gets a discount of *3250 (from graph)

ii) the discount when the market prices *2500
(OR)

x2 _ 4x 3 and use it to solve x2 - 6x g s o

IV. Answer all the questions.

b) Draw the graph of y e

wtsteam100@gmail.com16www.waytosuccess.org



Tenkasi ccroooTenkasi District Common Examination 2023
Common Second Revision Examination - FebruaQL— -Ts10M

XrV rQZ
Time: 3.00 Hours

Standard 10 Marks: 100

14x1=14
MATHS
PART -I

Note : i) Answer all the questions.
..

N) Choose the best answer . .
1

repect^el̂
6, ^P^ents an identity function, then the value of a and b are

a) (8/ 6) b) (8, 8) c) (6, 8) d) (6, 6)
2) If 6 times of 6th term of an AP is equal to 7 times the 7th term,then the 13

term of the AP is
d) 7b) 13

3) If the sequence tt< t^, t,, are in A.P then the sequence tg, t12, tl8,
a) neither an Arithmetic progression nor a Geometric progression.
b) an Arithmetic progresson
c) a constant sequence
d) a Geometric progression

4) A system of three linear equations in three variables is inconsistent if their planes
a) coincides with each other b) interest in a line
c) do not intersect . d) intersect only at a point

fl 3 5 7 'I V'v. f
the order of the matrix AT is

a) 6 c) 0 is

5) For the given matrix A = 2 4 6 8
9 111- 3 15

b) 4 x 3a) 3 x 4
6) In the given figure ZBAC = 90° and AD1

b)BD.CD = AD2

d) BD.CD = BC2

7) A tangent is prependicular to the radius at
a) Point of contact ^ *
c) chord

8) The straight line given by the equation x = 11is
a) Parallel to Y axis
c) Parallel to X axis

a) AB.AC=AD2

c) AB.AC = BC2

b) Infinity
d) centre

b) passing through the point (0,11)
d) Passing through the origin

9) If (5, 7) (3, P) and (6, 6) are collinear, then the value of P is
a) 6 b) 9 c) 3 d) 12

10) If (sina + coseca )2 + (cosa+seca)2 =K + tarfo+ co^a, then the value of K is equal to
d) 7

11) A frustum of a right circular cone is of height 16cm with radii of its ends as
8cm and 20cm. Then the volume of the frustum is cm3.
a) 3228K b) 3340K c) 3328TC d) 3240K

12) If the Total surface area of a solid right circular cylinder is 200K cm2 and its
radius is 5ck, then the sum of its height and radius is

c) 30cm

c) 5b) 3a) 9

b) 25cma) 20 cm
13) If A and B are mutullay exclusive events then P(AnB) is

b) -l
14) Which of the following is incorrect?

a) P(A) + P( A ) = 1 b) 0 < P(A) <1
PART -II

d) 15cm

c) 0a) 1 d) 2

c) P(A) > 1 d) P(0) = 0
10x2=20

Answer any ten of the following. Question Number 28 is compulsory.
15) A Relation R is given by the set {(x, y)/y = x + 3, xe {0, 1, 2, 3} Determine

its domain and Range.
16) Find fog and gof when f(x) = 2x + 1and g(x) = x2 - 2. Sn17) Find the indicated terms of the sequences whose nth term is an=-:—- , a6and a,3

n + "
18) Find the sum of the series 3 + 6 + 9 + .... + 96.
19) Determine the nature of the roots: f i x' _ # + i f i = o

A f 3 f6 (3A ~
i JC =L il find the matrix D, such that C + D = A + Bww.waytosuddfes^orgV 8 -v U U 17 ..

21) Find the square root of the following: 9x2 - 24xy + 3$xz - ISy'z

20).
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2
22} The perimeters of two similar triangles ABC & PQR are

resedtlvely 36cm & 24 cm.If PQ = 10, find AB B \
23} Theline through the point? (-2,a) and (9, 3) has slop~Yl . find the value of a.
24} A tower stands vertically on the ground.From a point

on the ground, which is 48m away from the foot of c
the tower, the angle of elevation of the top of the
tower is 30°. Find the height of the tower.

25) The volume of a solid right circular cone is 11088cm3. If its height is 24cm then find
the radius of the cone.

26) The volumes of two cones of same base radius are 3600cm3 and 5040cm3.
Find the ratio of heights.

27) A die is rolled and a coin is tossed simultaneously. Find the probability that the die
shows an odd number and the coin shows a head.

28) Show that the square of an odd integer is of the form 4q +1,for some integer q.
PART-III

Answer any ten of the following. Question Number 42 is compulsory.
29) Let A = { x e N/ 1 < x < 4}, B = (x e W/ 0 x < 2} and C = { x e N/ x < 3}

Then verify that A x (B n C) = (A x B) n(A x C) + 1; 5̂ x < 2
30) A function f:[-5, 9] -* R is defined as follows: f(X)*= 5x2 - 1; 2 x < 6

10x5=50

3X -A: 6 X 9

tVVA ' ?4 C M 2 C., \ )r h f '<~0
31) The sum of first n,2nand 3nterms of an APareS., S3 respectively P.TS3= 3^ - Sj).
32) If (m+l)th term of an A.P is twice the (n+l)‘h term,them prove that (3m +1)th

term is twice the (m+n+l)^ term.
33) There are 12 pieces of five, ten and twenty rupee currencies whose total

value is Rs.105. When first 2 sorts are interchanged in their numbers its
value will be increased by Rs.20. Find the no. of currencies in each sort.

34) If the roots of the equation (c2 - ab)x2 - 2(a2 - bc)x + b2 - ac = 0 are real
and equal. P.T either a = 0 (or) a3 + b3 +c3 = 3abc.

35) PQ is a chord of length 8cm to a circle of radius 5cm. The tangents at P and
Q intersect at a Point T. Find the length of the tangent TP.

36) Find the equation of the median and altitude of AABC through A where the
vertices are A(6,2), B(-5, -1) &(1, 9).

37) Find thearea of thequadrilateral formedby thepoints(-9,0),(-8,6),(-1,-2)and(-6,-3)
38) The horizontal distance between two buildings is 140m. The angle of depression of

the top of the first building when seen from the top of the second building is 30°.If
the height of the first building is 60m, find the height of second building ( ^/3 =1.732)

39) A toy is in the shape of a cylinder surmounted by a hemisphere. The height of the
toy is 25cm. Find the total surface area of the toy if its common diameter is 12cm.

40) Water is flowing at the rate of 15km per hour through a pipe of diameter
14cm into a rectanglar tank which is 50m long and 44m wide. Find the time
in which the level of water in the tanks will rise by 21cm.

41) The rainfall recorded in various places of five districts in a week are given
below. Find its standard deviation.
Rainfall (in mm)
No.of places

0«-3) + f(2)

45 50 55 60 65 70
5 13 4 9 5 4

42) A passenger train takes lhrmorethanan express train to travel a distance of 240km
from chennai to virudhachalam. The speed of passenger train is less than of an
express train by 20km per hour. Find the average speed of both the trains.

PART- IV
2x8=16Answer all the questions.

43) a) Draw APQR such that PQ = 6.8cm, vertical angle is 50° and the bisector
of the vertical angle meets the base at D where PD = 5.2 cm. (OR)

b) Construct a triangle similar to a given triangle PQR with its sides equal to
7/3 of the corresponding sides of the triangle PQR (Scale factor 7/3 > 1).

44) a) Draw the graph of xy = 24, x, y > 0. Using the graph, find
(i) y when x = 3 and (ii) x when y = 6 1QR) -i

www.wab$d3raw <febe - grgph of y = x2 +3x and use it to '
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SECOND REVISION TEST - 2023SR-NKL

Btnxm
Marks : 100lOStd

Time: 3.00 Hrs
MATHEMATICS

Namakkaldistrict

PART - 1
'14 X 1 = 14

a set A = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 } to a set B. Then the
Answer All the questions.

1. If there are 1024 relations fro
number of elements in B \
a) 3 . bfi" c)\4 d) 8

2. If f : A -» B is a bijective function and if n (B)=7 then n(A) is equal to

3. If HCF of 65 and 117 is expressible in the form of 65m-11-7,then the value of m is
v a) 4

y The value of (13+23+33+ +153) - (1+2+3+..7SrT....+15)

a) 14400 b) 14200 (^T4280 d) 14520

5. Which of the following should be added to make x4+ 64 a perfect square

* a) 4x2 bf16^ c) ffi? d) -8.x2

a matrix then it is said to be a

* c) 1b) 49

d) 3b) 2

6. If number of columns and rows are not êqual in

^a) diagonal matrix b/fectangularmatrix
c) square matrix d) identity matrix

7. In ALMN.lL = 60°,[M = 50°, If A LMN ~ A PQR then the value of|_R
d) 110°

is
-/ a) 40° WlW c)30°
8. The area of triangle formed by points (4, 0 ), (0,-4) and (4,0) is

units Vfii'sq.units c) 4 squnits d) None of those

9. If slope of the line PC\ is then slope of the perpendicular bisector of PQ is

a) V3 b)/^ c)

1

d) 0 n

%

lO1" - Maths -SR-NKL- Page-1
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10.If sin0=cos0.then2 tan20+sin20-lis equal to
C)I d ) ~

11.The curved surface area of a height circular cone of leight 15 cm and base
diameter 16 cm is
a) 60 ~ cm2

3->a) 3 .b)I2

b) 68-cm 2 c) 120"cm 2 OKI36'em 2

12. A Spherical ball ofI'adius r, units is melted to make 8 new identical balls each

of radius r2 units Then r,: r2 is

a)£:< b) 1: 2
13. Variance of first 20 natural number is

" a) 32.25 b) 44.25 c^3lib
14. which of the following is incorrect?

^ a) P(A) >1 b) 0 < P(A) < 1 c) P( <* )=0 d) P(A,)t+^
PART - II

Answer any 10 Questions. Question No.28 is compulsory.
15. Let A = { 1, 2, 3 } and {B = A-/.vis a prime number less than 10}. Find AXB

and BXA

16 If A = { -2,-1,0,1,2 } and f: A -» B is an onto function defined by

f(.v)=x2+rHthen find B.

c) 4 : 1 d) 1 : 4

d) 30

1 0 X 2 = 2 0

17. Solve 3*-2=0 (mod 11).
18. Find the LCM of (5 JC-10>, (5.*2-20) .
19 Find the quaratic equation whose sum and product of roots are -9 20

r5 4 3^ ^ \ • > cs 5

1 -7%
3*̂ 2

21 In the Figure AD is the bisector of LA If BD=4cm, DC=3cm

AB=6cm, Find AC

22 If the three point (3,-1) (a,3) and (1,-3) are collinear. Find the value of a

23. Find the equation of a line passing through! the point $,-4). and having slope

20. If A~ then find the transpose of A

10“ - Maths SR-NKL- Page-:
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24. From the top of a rock 5073 m high Thes angle of depression of a car 0^ the
ground is observed to be 30° . Find the distance of the car from the rock.

25. Find the diameter of a sphere whose surface area is 154 H't J|?N
26. It the lange and the smallest value of a set of data area are 36.8 and 13.4

respectively, then find the largest value.
27. Two dice are rolled together Find the probability of getting a doublet?

1

PART - III
Answer any 10 Questions. Question No.42 is compulso
29. Let A = { xew/ x<2 } , B = { xeNn< x<4) and C={ 3, 5 } vefi

A*(BnC)=(A*B}n(A*C) ^E:>̂ M)(fc> { \ ) (pW &)
30. If f(*)=*2,g(*)=2* and h(*)=*+4 slowthat (fog) oh = (fo)(goh) {( *

31. )n a GP the 9th term is 32805 and 6th term is 1215. Find the 12thterm
32. Rekha has 15 square colour papers of size 10 cm , 11 cm,

12 cm ..24cm. How much area can be decorated with these
colour papers ? 4 (pN * I )

is a perfect square Find the values of m ^nd r\(3 * )

34 'f -‘ f., J'-(i/) -djr* 2) verify that A(B+C)=AB+Acf^ :52J
35. State and prove angle bisecetor theroram . . :|v£j
36.Atriangular slaped glass of with vertices at A=(-5,-4), B=(1, 6) and C = (7, -4)Ps

has to be painted. It one bucket of paint covers 6 square feet, how many buckels;
of paint will be required to paint the whole glass if only one coat of paint is applied(pN

37. A (-3,- 0) B (10, 3^and C (12, 3) are.the vertices of a triangle ABC. Find ihP
equation of the altitude through J (pN ^73>̂)

38. If sin0(1+sin20)=cos20 then prove that cos60-4cos4+8cos20=4 (4 '» jiff
(39. The radius and height of cylinder are in the ratio 5 :7 and its curred surface area

is 5500 sq cm Find its radius and height (Jc^ ^ * 1) 0 )

33. If 36x*-60x3 +6\x* -nix+n
\.

10w - Maths SR-NKL- Page-3
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40.A solid sphere of radius 6 cm is melted into a hollow cylinder of uniform thickness.

If the external radius of the base of the cylinder is 5 cm and its height is 32 cm,

then find the thickness of the cylinder 7*4)7 (I’N
marks scored by 10 students in a class test are 25, 29,41. The

30,33,35,37,38,40,44, 48 Find the standard deviation^E:^ )
42.There unbiased coins are tossed once. Find the probability of getting at must 2

tails or atleast 2 heads.

PART - IV
2 X 8 = 16

43.a) Construct a APQR such that QR = 5cm \ P_= 30° and the altitude from P to

QR of length 4.2 cm

Answer the following.

(OR)

b) Draw a circle of diameter 6 cm from a point P, which is,8 cm away from its

centre. Draw the tangents PA and PB to the circle and measure their lengths.

d hence solve j?-x-\2=044. a) Draw the graph of y

(OR)
1

l
b) Graph the following linear function y = — * Identify the constant of variation

and verifty it with the graph. Also find y when A =9
ii) find x when y = 7.5

2

10,h - Maths -SR-NKL- P*3*'
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Tirupattur
FIRST REVISION EXAM - 2023

MATHSSTD - X
TIME : 3.00 Hrs

MARKS : 100

PART - 1
14 x 1 = 14I. Answer all the questions.

1. The range of the relation R - { (x.x1) lx is a prime number less than 13} is

a) { 2.3, 5.7 } b) {2.3. 5, 7, 11 } c) { 4, 9.25, 49, 121} d) { 1.4, 9, 25, 49, 121 }

2. The domain of the functionf(x) - 1 / x ( x + 1 ) is

a) { 0, -1} b) R - { 0, -1 } c) R - {0}

3. The next term of the sequence 3/16, 1/8, 1/12, 1/18 is

a) 1 / 24 b) 1 / 27

•N

d) R - {*1}

c) 2 / 3 d) 1/ 81

4. if 10th term of A.P is 52 and 16th term of A.P. is 82 then the nth term of this

a) n + 2 b) 5n - 2

5. Which of the following should be added to make x? + 64 a per

a) 4x* b) 16xJ c) 8xJ

6 If A = (1 -2 3), B= 2 lhenA + BT = ?
HJ (O\

c) 5n + 2

c) (2 4 6} d) not defined

7. If in AABC is an isosceles triangle with ZC = 90° and AC = 5 cm, then AB is

a) 2.5 cm b) 5 cm c) 10 cm d) 5^ cm

8. If A is a point on the Y axis whose ordinate is 8 and B is a point on the X axis whose

abscissae is 5 then the equation of the line AB is

b) °a) (0 0 0)

b) 8x - 5y = 40 c) x = 8 d) y = 5a) 8x + 5y = 40
9. The area of quadrilateral formed by the points (-1, 1), (1, 1), (1, -1) and (-1, -1) is

a) 0 sq. units

10. a cot Q>b cot 0 = p and b cot 0 + a cosec 0 = q then pJ - qJ is equal to

cja’+ b*

c) 25 sq. unitsb) 4 sq. units d) 1 sq. units

a’.y b) b:- aJ

le total surface area of a hemi-sphere is how much times the square of its radius

d) b - a

b) 4n c) 3K d) 2it

12. If the radius of the base of a right circular cylinder is halved keeping the same height, then
a) x •

the ratio of the volume of the cylinder thus obtained to the volume of original cylinder is
b} 1 : 4 c) 1 : 6 d) 1 : 8a) 1 : 2

10 - MATHS - PAGE 1
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^r|ancfl of fir8|20 natural numbers In

a)32.25 b)44.25 c)33.25

14 Kamalam wont to piny a lucky draw content 135 tickets of the lucky draw were sold. If the

probability of kamalam winning Is 1/9, then num
c)15 d)20

‘ PART - II

d) 30

ber of tickets bought by kamalam

b) 10a) 5

1 0 x 2 = 2 0
Answer any Ton Questions. Q.No. 28 is compulsory

15. Let A = { 1, 2, 3.4 45 } and R bo the relationdefined as'is square of a number”

A. Write R as a subsot of A x A. Also, find tho domain and range of R.

16. Let f bo a function from R to R defined by f(x) = 3x - 5. Find the values of a and b

(a. 4) and (1,b) belong tof.
17. ’a' and 'b' are two positive integers such that ah x b* = 800. Find 'a' and 'b'

18. If 3+k. 18-k, 5k+1 are in A.P. then find k

19. Find the square root of the following expression. 144 a’b^c101 81 f42 g* h'4

20. Find the sum and product of the roots of the following quadratic equation :Kx2

21. A man goes 18m due east and then 24m duo north. Find the distance of his current position

from the starting point.

22. Find the area

- k2 x - 2k5 = 0

of a triangle formed by the points (5, 2),.(3, and (-5, -1)

23. Calculate the slope and y intercept of the straight fine 8x - 7y + 6 = 0

24. Prove that sec 0 - cos 0 = tan 0 sin 0

;

25. If the base area of a hemispherical solid is 1386 sq. meters, then its total surface area?

26. If the range and the smallest value of a set of data are 36.8 and 13.4 respectively, then find

the largest value.

27. A die is rolled and a coin is tossed simultaneously. Find the probability that the die sh
odd number and coin shows a head.

owsan

28. From the top of a rock 50^3m high, tho angle of depression of a car on the ground is
observed to 30°. Find the distance of the car from the rock.

PART - III
Answer any Ten Questions. Q.No. 42 Is compulsory
29. Find x if gff(x) = fgg(x), given f(x) = 3x + 1 and g(x) = x + 3.
30. let f:A-> B be a function defined by f(x)

Represent f by (i)set of ordered paris

1 0 x 5 = 5 0

= x / 2 - 1. where A =
(ii) a table

{2.4.6,10,12}. B={0,1.2,4,5,9).
(iv) A graph(iii) An arrow diagram

10 - MATHS - PAGE 2
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31. A mother divides Rs.207 No three suchm ,he amount are in A.P. and ,l0
three children. Tho product olteaslamounts than the children had Rs.4M3. Find the
amount received by each chid.

32. Find the sum to 'n' terms of the series 7
33. Find the GCD of 6x> - 30x> + 60x - 48 and 3x> - 12X* + 21x - 18

34. If A=

+ 77 + 777 +

verify that A(B+C) = AB + AC.

35. State and prove the Basic proportionally theorem.
36. Find the equation of tho median and altitude of MBC through A where the vertices are

A(6.2), B(-5,-1) and C (1, 9).
37 Two ships are sailing in the sea on either sides of a lighthouse. The angle of elevation of the top

of the lighthouse as observed from the ships are 30° and 45° respectively. If the lighthouse is

200m high, find the distance between the two ships. {75=1.732)
38. A toy is in the shape of a cylinder surmounted by a hemisphere. The height of the toy is 25cm.

Find the total surface area of the toy of its common diameter is 12cm.

39. An aluminium sphere of radius 12cm is melted to make a cylinder of radius 8cm. Find the height

of the cylinder.
40. Find the co-efficient of variation of 24, 26, 33, 37, 29, 31

41. Two dice are rolled. Find the portability that the sum of outcomes is (i) equal to 4 (ii) greater

than 10 (iii) less than 13.

42. If -4 is a root of the equation

find the values of p and q.

Answer all the Questions.
43. a) Construct a smiliar triangle to given triangle LMN with its sides equal to 4 / 5 of the

corresponding sides of the triangle LMN. (Scale factor 4 / 5 < 1) (OR)

^ Take a point which is 11cm away from the centre of a circle of radius 4 cm and draw the

two tangents to the circle from that point.

44. a) Graph the following linear function y = 1 / 2x. Identify the constant of variation and verify it

with the graph. Also (0 Find y when x = 9 (ii) Find x when y = 7.5 (OR)

b) Draw the graph of y - 2* and hence solve 2x? - x - 6 - 0.

X2 + px - 4 = 0 and if the equation x2 + px + q = 0 has equal roots,

PART - IV

2 x 8 = 16

10 - MATHS - PAGE 3
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unagar

Virudhunagar District Common Examinations
Second Revision Test - February 2023

I COOXD
Standard 10

MATHEMATICSTime: 3.00 Hrs. Marks: 100

PART - I
Note: i) Answer ALL the questions.

If) Choose the correct answer from the four alternatives and write the
14xisi4

&option code and the corresponding answer.
1) A = {a, b, p>, B = {2, 3>, C = {p, q, r, s) then n[(AuC)*B] is

b) 12 d) 16
2) If g = {(1, 1), (2, 3), (3, 5), (4, 7)> is a function given by g(x ) = «x+|i then

the value of a and J3 are
c) (-l, -2) d) (1, 2)

3) The sum of the exponents of the prime factors in the prime factorization of
1729 is

a) 8 c) 20

a) (-1, 2) b) (2, -1)

a) 1 b) 2 c)> d) 4

4) The first term of an arithmetic progression is unity and the common
difference is 4. How many terms of the A.P must be taken for their sum to

be equal to 120?
c )JB

5) If (x-6) is the HCF of x2-2x-24 and x2-kx-6 then the value of k is
b) 7a) 6 d) 9

c) 6 d) 8a) 3 b) 5
6) Which of the following must be added to make x4+64 a perfect square?

b) -16x2

7) In the figure ST 11 QR, PS = 2 cm and SQ = 3 cm then the ratio of the area

of APQR to the area of APST is

a) 16x2 c) 16x d) -16x

P R
T

d) 9:4c) 4:9

A man walks near a wall, such that the distance between him and the wall is

10 units. Consider the wall to be the y-axis. The path travelled by the man is

b) 25:9

d) y = 0c) x = 0b) y = 1010x 3

9) (2, 1) is the point of intersection of the straight lines

a) x-y-3 = 0; 3x-y-7 = 0

c) 3x+y = 3; x+y = 7

10) A tower is 60m high. Its shadow is x metres shorter when the sun's altitude

is 60° than when it has been 45° then x is equal to

b) 25.36 m
d) 36.25 m

b) x+y = 3; 3x+y = 7

d) x+3y-3 = 0; x-y-7 = 0

a) 34.64 m
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11) If the radius of the base of a right circular cylinder is halved keeping the

height, then the ratio of the volume of the cylinder thus obtained to
same
the volume of original cylinder is

d) 1:8c) 1:6

volume (in cm3) of the greatest sphere that can be cut off from a
b) 1:4a) 1:2

12) The
cylindrical lOg of wood of base radius 1 cm and height 5 cm is

20104 d) y Ra) 3 * b ) T n
13) If the standard deviation of x, y, z is p then the standard deviation of 3x+5,

c) 5n

3y+5, 3z+5 is
a) 3p+5 b) 3p c) p+5 d) 9p+15

14) Kamalam went to play a lucky draw contest. 135 tickets of the lucky draw
wefe sold. If the probability of Kamalam winning is 1/9, then the num
tickets bought by Kamalam is

ber of

a) 5 20

Note: i) Answer any TEN questions.
ii) Question No. 28 is compulsory

15) Let A = {1, 2, 3} and B = {x/x is a prime nu

set {(x, y
range.
12 using Euclids Division Algorithm.

10x 2=20

*r less than 10} find AxB and
BxA.

16) A Relation R is given by the
Determine its domain an

17) Find the HCF of 340 and
18) Solve: 8x s i

) / y = x+3, x e {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.

1)

t
19) Find the excluded value of the polynomial

t2 - 5t + 6
of the quadratic equation x2+7x+10 = 0 then find theare roo

7 3 8
14 9and B = then find B-5A.

In the figure, AABC is circumscribing a circle. Find the length of BC.

23) The line through the points (-2, a) and (9, 3) has slope -1/2. Find the value

>$£>iuccess.org 27 wtsteam100@gmail.comwww.wa
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sin A
i+ cos A r sin A24) Prove: = 2 cosec A- cos A

25) The radius of a spherical balloon increases from 12 cm to 16 cm as air being

case^ 'nt0 ^ Fin<J the rat'° °f thG surface area of the Walloons in the two

26) Find the range and co-efficient of range for the data43.5, 13.6, 18.9, 38.4, 61.4, 29.8
27) A coin is tossed thrice,

tails?
What is the probability of getting two consecutive

28) The slant height of a frustum of a cone is 5 cm and the radii of its ends are
4 cm and 1 cm. Find its curved surface area.

PART- III
Note: i) Answer any TEN questions only,

ii) Question No. 42 is compulsory.
29) A function f is defined by f(x) = 2x-3. (i) find

0x5=50

find x such tnat
f(x) - 0 (lii) find x such that f(x) = x (iv) find x such that f(x) = f(l-x).

f( x) = x-4, g(x) = x2 and30) Prove (fog)oh = fo(goh) for the functiot
h(x) = 3x-5.

31) The 13th term of an A.P is 3 and the sum of
sum of first 21 terms.

32) If a, b, c are three consecutive terms of an A.P and x, y, z are *nree
consecutive terms of a G.P, then prove that xb_c x yc_a x za'b = 1.

first 13 terms is 234. Find the

) and B = - 1 4 I then verify (AB)T = BTAT.1 11 ( o 2 J
34) State and prove Angle bisector theorem.
35) Find the equation of a straight line passing through (-3, 8) and whose sum

of the intercepts on the co-ordinate axes is 7.

- I'I
33) If A = i1

36) Find the equation of a straight line through the point of intersection of the

lines 8x+3y = 18, 4x+5y = 9 and bisecting the line segment joining the points

(5, -4) and (-7, 6).
37) A TV Tower stands vertically on the bank of a canal. The tower is watched

from a point on the other bank directly opposite to it. The angle of elevation

of the tower is 60°. From the another point 20m away from this point on the

line joining this point to the foot of the tower, the angle elevation of the top

of the tower is 30°. Find the height of the tower and the width of the canal.

38) Calculate the weight of the hollow brass sphere if the inner diameter is

14 cm and thickness is 1mm, and whose density is 17.3 g/cm3.

39) A right circular cylindrical container of base radius 6 cm and 15 cm is full of

The ice cream is to be filled in cones of height 9 cm and base

having a hemispherical cap. Find the number of cones neededice cream.
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40^ The mean and standard deviation of 15 observations are found to be 10 and
5 respectively On rechecking it was found that one of the observation with
value 8 was incorrect. Calculate the correct mean and standard deviation if
the correct observation value was 23.

40 From a well shuffled pack of 52 cards, a card is drawn at random. Find the
probability of it being either a red king or a black queen.

42 ) Find the GCD of 6x 3-30\:+60x-48 and 3x 3-12x2+21x-18.

PART - IV
Note: Answer ALL the questions.

43^ Draw a circle of diameter 6 cm. At a point L on it dtj
circle using the alternate segment theorem.

(OR)
Draw the AABC of base 1 BC = 8 cm, zA = 60° and the bisector of zA meets
BC at D such that BD = 6 cm.

44) A bus is travelling at a uniform speed of 50 km/hr. Draw the distance'time
graph and hence find
i) the constant of variation.
M) how far will it travel in 1V2 hours.
iii) the time required to cover a distance of 300 km from the graph.

(OR)
Discuss the nature of solutions of the quadratic equation x2+2x+5 = 0 using
graph.

8=16
to the
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